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They Took Our Marbles!
How Has Cultural Imperialism Affected Cultural Heritage in Greece?
When visiting archaeological sites across Greece, one cannot
help but marvel at the fantastic sites while simultaneously
wondering why so many ancient Grecian treasures reside
outside their country and thus out of context. This author
struggled with this dichotomy during a visit to Greece in March
2019. Why were only half of the Parthenon Marbles displayed
in Athens's new museum built to display all of the marbles?
What about the gold death mask of King Agamemnon?
Wouldn't the marble plaques plundered from the Treasury of
Atreus' interior walls in Mycenae be better understood in
context rather than in a faux setting at the British Museum
among thousands of other 'uncontextual' artifacts?
By reviewing the social theory of Great Britain
during the 19th century, which prevailed during
the times of unrestrained looting of other
countries, one finds the emergence of a
'collector' mentality. By reviewing the
history of laws governing these artifacts'
ownership, the full weight of cultural
imperialism's influence on Greek heritage
becomes apparent as millions of artifacts
gather dust on shelves throughout Western
Europe and the United States.
British Museum, London., England Acropolis Museum, Athens, Greece
Where do you think these cultural artifacts should reside?
Some countries such as France, Germany, and the Netherlands have
implemented repatriation policies in an effort to rectify the cultural
heritage looting of the past. However, Great Britain is sticking with
the original philosophy of UNESCO. After all, UNESCO's first director-
general, Julian Huxley's international perspective, required an
empirical leader. UNESCO has made some progress, but it is merely not
enough. It seems it may have to catch up with the growing ethical
consciousness and international laws of the world.
Suppose we are an international world, and these artifacts belong to
humankind. In that case, as Great Britain argues against repatriation
of cultural artifacts, this author argues that we, as humankind,
should demand cultural heritage be shown in a manner authentic
and representative to its original context and culture.
Half of the Parthenon Marbles were cut from the Parthenon and purchased by the British Museum from Lord
Elgin. The other half reside in the Acropolis Museum with a view of the Parthenon.
By reviewing the arguments presented for keeping these and many other artifacts outside of their original
context by Great Britain, the 'collector's' mentality is found to persist to this day, displayed in
blatant ethnocentrism. It is our duty as citizens of the world to preserve cultural heritage for future
generations and share them in a manner accurate to their original context and culture, not reassigned to












































Imperial travel firman for Lord Elgin, March 1802.
Letter from Port Authority notifying Lord Elgin he had no authority to remove artifacts, July 1811.. 
Removal of marbles from the Parthenon in 1801. Watercolor by Edward Dodwell. Packard Humanities 
Institute, California.
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